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I INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS FOR YOUNG RESEARCHERS ON 

AFRICA 
 

 
 
After the end of the period of reception of proposals, from the Organizing Committee              
of the I International Congress of Young Researchers on Africa, which is part of the III                
CoDeS, together with the Nanou Ki Association, and in collaboration with the            
University of Valladolid, we present the information on the following issues: 
 

- Place and date of celebration: the venue of the I International Congress of             
Young Researchers on Africa will be the Facultad de Filosofía y Letras of the              
University of Valladolid, and will take place on October 4, 2019. It will be held in                
three sessions (two in the morning and one in the afternoon) with simultaneous             
tables for the presentation of papers and subsequent debate. 
 

- Registration: due to the fact that the I International Congress of Young            
Researchers on Africa is inserted within the III CoDeS there are two            
possibilities of participating in the Conference for attendants with         
communication: 

 

- Without attending the rest of the congress 
(October 4, 2019):  

36€ 

- Attending the rest of the congress (from 1 to 5 
October 2019) with a 33% discount on the 
presentation at the academic congress:  

24€  
(+60€  III CoDeS 
entrance fee) 

 
 
 

The 7th of May will be the opening date to register for the Academic Congress,               
the III CoDeS, or both, through the web page         
http://codes.nanouki.com/es/inscripciones/inscripciones . In the case of a       
communication with more than one author, both of them must be registered.  

http://codes.nanouki.com/es/inscripciones/inscripciones


 
- Deadline for submission of final papers: the deadline for receipt of the final             

texts, once the abstracts of the papers have been accepted, is 15 July 2019. They               
must be sent to the following e-mail address: codes.academico@nanouki.com,         
receiving a subsequent notification of receipt from the organisation. Final texts           
should not exceed 6000 words (including bibliography). We remind you that           
the author must be registered before sending the full text. If the inscription has              
not been fullfilled, this text will not be taken into account.  
 

- Rules for editing the final papers: The rules for editing the full text, as well as                
the document with the established format, will be available on the web in the              
coming days. We remind you again that texts that do not comply with the editing               
rules will be automatically rejected. We therefore urge you to adhere to the             
stipulations. 
 

- Publication: the Scientific Committee will select, from the defended         
communications, those that present a higher academic level, as long as they are             
strictly adjusted to the rules of style, and will be published as a digital book               
chapter with ISBN by the Publications Service of the University of Valladolid.            
Since the objective is to generate a quality publication, it is requested that the              
texts sent are unpublished. Proposals that do not meet these requirements will            
be rejected. There is also the possibility of collecting part of the communications             
defended in a book in paper format with a publisher of recognized prestige in              
Spain. 

 
- Ppresentations at the Congress: Papers must be defended by their author(s).           

Each communicator will have between 10-12 minutes (depending on the          
number of participants in each panel) to present a summary of their work.             
During the subsequent debate, they will be able to make a broader defence of              
their allegations. Apart from that, all the communicators who attend the           
Congress will receive a diploma accrediting their participation.  

 
During the coming weeks the Third Newsletter will be published specifying the list of              
accepted proposals for the celebration of the I International Congress of Young            
Researchers on Africa and the tables where each one is framed. In the same way, the                
website http://codes.nanouki.com/ will soon contain all the information regarding         
transport and accommodation for their arrival and stay in the city of Valladolid.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://codes.nanouki.com/
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